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ABSTRACT
This paper provides invaluable insights into the economic desirability of horizontally integrating a chipper-canter mill with a dimension lumber mill in converting plantation-grown southern
pine timber into lumber and marketable chips. In this study, the chipper-canter mill produces squared timber products (e.g., 4x4, 4x6, 6x6, etc.) and chips from about 20,566 cu.ft. of logs per 8hour workshift . About 56% (or 11,517 cu.ft.) of this log input comes in the form of tree-length logs with a maximum dbh (inside bark) of 10 in. and 44% (or 9,049 cu.ft.) comes as top logs with a
maximum large-end diameter of 8 in. from the existing dimension mill which produces dimension lumber and wood chips from about 37,500 cu.ft. of sawtimber per 8-hour workshift. Table 1
shows the estimated potential incremental value yield of such an integrated (chipper-canter mill plus dimension lumber mill) lumber production system as compared to a singular dimension
lumber mill system, based on 3rd quarter 2009 prices. On average, the estimated weighted average incremental value yield engendered by the integrated production system (compared to a
dimension mill) could be about $0.30 per cu. ft. of log input. There is a reasonably high probability (approximately 68%) that it could be as low as $0.20 or as high as $0.41 per cu.ft. of log input.
About 60% of this could be attributed to the conversion of re-routed (from dimension mill) tops into wood chips and squared timber instead of dimension lumber, and the other 40% to
improvement in conversion efficiency due to the processing of relatively larger sawlogs (with minimum small-end diameter of 8 in.) at the dimension mill. Assuming that the dimension mill was
operated at 80% capacity, the potential incremental value yield of the integrated lumber production system could be about $6,465 per 8-hour workshift, on average. And there is approximately
a 68% chance that it could be as low as $4,162 or as high as $8,768 per 8-hour workshift. Additional increase in expected net revenue in the form of log input cost savings (about $0.29/cu.ft. of
log input or $2,825 per 8-hour shift, on average) could accrue if “super pulpwood” instead of chip-n-saw logs were purchased for the chipper-canter mill.
The estimated maximum rational investment (MRI) for the chipper-canter mill operating at 80% capacity most likely could be about $38.5 million, assuming a minimum acceptable rate of
return of 8%, a 10-year life, and 3 daily workshifts for 300 days per year. There is approximately a 68% chance that it could be as low as $24.8 million or as high as $52.2 million. As determined
via regression analysis, MRI increases (or decreases) with investment life by about $1.5 million per year, on average. Clearly, such an integrated system of producing lumber could potentially
enhance sawmill profitability and competitiveness and provide increased revenues for timber producers and suppliers/forest landowners from otherwise undervalued or underutilized
plantation-grown timber, particularly those that are known to have high juvenile wood content. In the final analysis, this will lead to forest conservation through more efficient use of timber
resources.

Table 1. Estimated weighted average potential incremental value yield of an integrated (chipper-canter mill plus dimension lumber mill) lumber production system as compared to
a singular dimension lumber mill system, based on 3rd quarter 2009 prices1.

Source

A. Tree-length w/ maximum dbh of 10 inches converted into chips and squared timber at the chippercanter mill instead of chips and dimension lumber at the dimension mill
B. Top logs w/ maximum LED of 8 inches re-routed from the dimension mill to the chipper-canter mill to
be converted into chips and squared timber instead of dimension lumber
C. Weighted average for A and B combined
D. Dimension mill input sawlogs with relatively larger diameters, i.e., w/ 11-inch minimum dbh and 8-inch
minimum SED
Aggregate (C + D)
1The

Weighted average potential incremental value yield
$/8-hour workshift
$/cu.ft. of log input
Dimension mill capacity2
70%
80%
0.09
1001
878
(0.05,0.14)
(510,1493)
(447,1310)

90%
755
(384,1125)

0.30
(0.21,0.38)

2817
(1992,3643)

3219
(2276,4162)

3622
(2561,4684)

0.18
(0.12,0.24)
0.12
(0.08,0.17)
0.30
(0.20,0.41)

1800
(1162,2439)
3988
(2547,5429)
5788
(3709,7868)

1908
(1252,2565)
4557
(2910,6203)
6465
(4162,8768)

2017
(1342,2691)
5128
(3275,6980)
7144
(4617,9671)

potential incremental value yield estimates were weighted based on the dbh distribution and corresponding volume of log input. The pessimistic and optimistic estimates (left and right figures in parenthesis, respectively) are equivalent to minus or plus one standard
deviation from the mean or most likely estimate, respectively, and hence their probability of occurrence is about 68 percent.
2At 70, 80, and 90 percent production capacity, the dimension mill could be inputting per 8-hour workshift about 32,820 cu.ft., 37,500 cu.ft., and 42,200 cu.ft. of logs, on average. Volume-wise, about 56 percent of the chipper-canter mill’s input (20,566 cu.ft. per 8-hour
workshift) could be in the form of tree-length with10-inch maximum diameter-at-breast-height (DBH), and about 44 percent could be top logs with maximum large-end diameter (LED) of 8 inches re-routed from the dimension mill.

